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Abstract

It is well documented across phyla that animals experiencing stress and fear produce chemical warning signals that can lead to behavioral, endocrinological, and immunological changes in the recipient animals of the same species. Humans distinguish between fear and other emotional chemosignals based on olfactory cues. Here, we study the effect of human fear chemosignals on the speed and accuracy of cognitive performance. In a double-blind experiment, female participants performed a word-association task while smelling one of the three types of olfactory stimuli: fear sweat, neutral sweat, and control odor carrier. We found that the participants exposed to the fear condition performed more accurately and yet with no sacrifice for speed on meaningful word conditions than those under either the neutral or the control condition. At the same time, they performed slower on tasks that contained ambiguous content. Possible factors that could introduce bias, such as individual differences due to anxiety, verbal skills, and perceived qualities of the smells, were ruled out. Our results demonstrate that human fear chemosignals enhance cognitive performances in the recipient. We suggest that this effect originates from learned associations, including greater cautiousness and concomitant changes in cognitive strategies.
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Introduction

Communication of affective and motivational state through chemical signals is well established in animals. Animals from sea anemones (Howe and Sheik, 1975), earthworms (Ressler et al., 1968), minnows (von Frisch, 1941), and social insects (Regnier and Wilson, 1969; Suh et al., 2004) to mice (Rottman and Snowdon, 1972), rats (Abel, 1991), and deer (Muller-Schwarze et al., 1984) communicate fear through chemicals. Chemicals associated with fear and danger produce behavioral, physiological, and immunological changes in the recipient animals of the same species (e.g., Agosta, 1992; Wyatt, 2003). Humans have also been shown to distinguish between the sweat collected from the same individuals during fearful and neutral affective states (Ackerl et al., 2002) and between fearful and happy states (Chen and Haviland-Jones, 2000).

Perceptions of threat can lead to changes in overall behavior. Chemicals released as warning signals can generate a global increase in vigilance in recipient animals of the same species (Thomas et al., 1977; Zalaquett and Thiessen, 1991; Brown et al., 2004). Similarly, perceptions of threat through other sensory channels increase cautiousness, latency for direct response, adaptability to environmental cues, and flexibility in recognizing relationship among variables in ambiguous situations in some animals but decrease these in others (Benus et al., 1990; Blanchard et al., 1991; also see review by Montgomery, 1955; Koolhaas et al., 1999).

Perceptions of threat can also lead to threat-specific behavior. Chemicals released as warning signals can generate escape from intruders, attack of intruders (Blum, 1969; Thomas et al., 1977; Zalaquett and Thiessen, 1991), and altered autonomic nervous system (Kikusui et al., 2001) and immune responses (Moynihan et al., 2000) in recipient animals of the same species. Perceptions of threat through other sensory channels increase flexibility in recognizing relationship in threatening situations and increased parasympathetic reactivity in some animals but decrease these in others (Benus et al., 1990, Blanchard et al., 1991, also see review by Montgomery, 1955; Koolhaas et al., 1999). In humans, the threat-specific scenario is commonly (though not exclusively) discussed in the context of visual stimuli. Richards and French (1992) found that anxious people responded to threat-related words faster than to threat-unrelated words, whereas normal individuals did not differentiate between the two. Fearful images (snakes and bugs) increased arousal (skin conductance) (e.g., Ohman et al., 2001) and were recognized faster than nonfearful images (e.g., threat faces in D.B. Broadbent and M. Broadbent, 2006).
The purpose of this study is to examine the impact of human fear chemosignals on behavior. Little is known about this subject. Based on what we know about nonsocial smells, however, there is reason to believe that fear chemosignals likewise bias cognition and perception. As a trivial example, the smell of mercaptan and the interpretation of it as an indication of a natural gas leak have led to panic attacks. In the laboratory, ambient smells of rose and mustard seed differentially modulated attention to brightness (Michael et al., 2003), the smells of peppermint and muguet enhanced attention to visual stimuli (Warm et al., 1991), and that of rosemary increased memory recall accuracy, albeit at the cost of slower performance (Moss et al., 2003). The mechanism of the effect of these smells on attention and cognition is not yet clear; while some of these effects (e.g., peppermint) may be attributable to changes in arousal brought forth by the smells, others (e.g., muguet) cannot.

We predict that the impact of fear chemosignals in humans will be more implicit than the smell of mercaptan is for someone in an office building or fear chemosignals for animals whose livelihood depends on a keen sense of smell. This is because there has not been any evidence that human chemosignals release immediate behavior. Available evidence involving reproductive cycles (McClintock, 1971; Stern and McClintock, 1998), brain activations (Sobel et al., 1999; Jacob et al., 2001; Savic et al., 2001), and mood (Chen and Haviland-Jones, 1999; Jacob and McClintock, 2000; Lundstrom et al., 2003; Preti et al., 2003; Bensafi et al., 2004) suggests instead, as described by McClintock (1999), that they tend to either generate long-term endocrinological changes or modulate ongoing behavior at a level that is perhaps below conscious awareness.

We selected a priming task to examine the implicit role of fear chemosignals on behavior. The task, adapted from a previous study in a different context (Richards and French, 1992), asked participants to decide whether pairs of words were associated while participants were being exposed to an olfactory stimulus. We chose the word task over an image task because we thought words would be more likely to be influenced by fear chemosignals; images are believed to bias attention automatically, whereas words require greater attention and conscious perception (Bargh, 1992). Some word pairs in our task were related, some not; some contained threat, some not. In some word pairs, threat content was direct (both words were threatening). In others, it was more ambiguous (either both words were neutral or one neutral and one threatening). We included both related versus unrelated and threat versus neutral word pairs to test the global versus threat-specific scenarios. If fear chemosignals affect global task performance, we predicted that the influence (either enhancement or impedance) would be strongest on related variables, biasing the ability to recognize relationships, including ambiguous ones, and affecting both threat and nontreat words.

Research on olfactory priming suggests that olfactory stimuli facilitate the detection of pictures or generation of words when the odor and subsequent stimuli are semantically (e.g., Platek et al., 2004) or hedonically congruent with one another (e.g., Ehrlichman and Halpern, 1988). If the impact is threat specific (i.e., chemicals perceived as semantically/hedonically congruent to those words), we predicted that fear chemosignals would bias performance on words related to threat. Given evidence pointing toward the implicit nature of social chemosignals in humans, we are hypothesizing that the effect of fear chemosignals on the word task would be more likely to be global than threat specific.

Herein, we report the first study of the effect of human fear chemosignals on cognitive performance. In Part I of the study, we generated three types of olfactory stimuli: fear, neutral affect, and control odor carrier. Part II of the study examined the impact of these chemosignals on task performance in recipients.

Materials and methods

Part I: generation of the three types of olfactory stimuli—fear, neutral affect, and control odor carrier

Subjects

Seven healthy undergraduate nonsmokers (four males, three females) between the ages of 18 and 22 participated as sweat odor donors. The entire study (both Part I and II) was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Rice University.

Procedures

Collection of Olfactory Stimuli. Sweat Sample. Each donor was instructed to use the scent-free products provided by the experimenter, not to use deodorant/antiperspirants for 2 days prior to the experiment until after the session was over, and to take a shower the morning of the experiment. A different “4 × 4” pad (rayon/polyester for maximum absorbance) was placed under the armpits during each video segment. Each video segment documented a different emotional state. Pads were collected and batched according to emotional state, cut into 1.33 × 2-inch–sized pieces, and stored at −80°C until testing. The amount of perspiration absorbed was measured on an analytical scale (Fisher Scientific ACCU-224, \( d = 0.01 \text{ mg} \)) by taking the difference in the pad weight before and immediately after it was worn.

Control Sample. Clean pads with no sweat were cut and stored in the same manner as above until testing.
Emotion induction. Individual donors were tested during a single session in ventilation and temperature controlled olfactory testing rooms. Emotions of fear and neutrality were induced with video segments tailored to the donor. Prior to the experiment, each donor was given a questionnaire encompassing approximately 50 popular films/documentaries of varying emotional content and was told that the list may or may not be related to the actual experiment. Each subject then answered questions about how each video had made or would have made him/her feel. The scary and neutral videos came from an extended collection that previous research had found successful at producing the target emotions (Gross and Levenson, 1995). Unbeknown to the donors, videos rated high in target emotions and low in nontarget emotions were selected. Scary and neutral videos, 20 min in length, were then presented in a counterbalanced order. At the end of each segment, donors indicated on a visual analog scale how happy, sad, angry, anxious, afraid, disgusted, or neutral each segment made them feel (0 = not at all, 100 = extremely). Donors were videotaped with a hidden camera during the session.

Physiological recordings. We also collected physiological responses. Heart rate variability, skin conductance, and respiration were recorded using Biopac Acknowledge 3.7.3 (Goleta, CA). Electrocardiogram signals were recorded using disposable snap electrodes attached to the right collarbone and the left and right (ground) rib cage. Heart rate variability was measured in terms of mean heart rate per minute and respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA), a measure of parasympathetic activity. Skin conductance signals were recorded using 8-mm diameter Ag/AgCl electrodes filled with Biopac isotonic electrode paste and attached bipolarly to the palmar area of the nondominant hand. Conductance signals were measured in terms of mean skin conductance amplitude in microsiemens. Respiration was measured using an airflow transducer placed around the nostril and mouth area (Grass Telefactor, West Warwick, RI). Data were analyzed using Mindware (Columbus, OH). Physiological indices were averaged every 4 min starting from the third minute (to eliminate the period during which people settle into the emotion) until the 18th minute.

The purpose of measuring physiological responses is not to show an invariant emotion-specific physiological profile. Instead, physiological responses serve as a measure (in addition to the self-report) of emotional responses to video stimuli. More recent theory based on meta-analysis questions the existence of emotion-specific physiological responses (e.g., Bernston et al., 1993). For example, the heart is innervated by both the sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the autonomic nervous system. The theory argues that changes in the heart rate could reflect an increase in one and decrease in the other, increase in both, decrease in both, or uncoupled changes in the two. This theory leads us to expect that anxious people could show anywhere from an increase, a decrease, or no change in the physiological indicators. For one, increase in heart rate has been observed in studies where participants were directed to move facial muscles and posed specific emotions (for a meta-analysis, see Cacioppo et al., 1998). It has been interpreted as a defensive behavior in fear/anxiety. Decreased heart rate has been observed in studies where participants viewed pictures of snakes and other unpleasant stimuli (Cuthbert et al., 1996, also see Cacioppo et al., 1998). An initial decrease in heart rate has also been observed in laboratory animals when they were about to experience an electric shock (Bernston et al., 1993; Campbell et al., 1997; Lang et al., 1997). It has been interpreted as orienting response during passive avoidance in fear/anxiety. There have also been reports of no change in heart rate (e.g., imagined fear in Stemmler et al., 2001). With regard to skin conductance and respiration, an increase has been interpreted as arousal. Sweat glands are predominantly innervated by sympathetic and some nearby parasympathetic branches (Dawson et al., 2000). Skin conductance habituates quickly to continuous presentation of similar stimuli.

Coding of mood induction videos. Also as an additional measure of the effectiveness of the video stimuli, responses to the videos were coded independently in a double-blind fashion. Two coders noted the number of occurrences and the duration of facial expressions using a coding scheme modeled after Izard (1979). Expressions coded included happiness (corners of the mouth up accompanied by cheeks pushed up, laughter), sadness [corners of the mouth down accompanied by corners of the eye brows pushed up and inward (inversed V shape)], disgust (nose wrinkled up accompanied by upper lip curled up), fear (eyes wide open accompanied by large eye white area with or without open mouth, eyes averted or partially covered in an attempt to avoid the video), and neutrality (expressionless, dozing off). Sound was turned off during coding.

Statistical analyses. To measure donors’ self-reporting of mood in response to the neutral and scary videos, an eight (emotions: happiness, sadness, anger, fear, anxiety, neutrality, disgust, and sadness) × three (time: baseline, neutral video, and scary video) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed. To examine physiological responses in donors in response either to videos or during the word task, two (emotions: neutral vs. fear) × four (time of assessment: 3–6, 7–10, 11–14, and 15–18 min) repeated measures ANOVA was performed with mean respiration rate as the dependent measure. Separate analyses were conducted for the mean heart rate, skin conductance amplitude, and RSA. For all repeated measures analyses for Part I and Part II of this study, the Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted degrees of freedom was used when the sphericity assumption was violated. To control for multiple comparisons, Bonferroni-adjusted significance levels were used in all pairwise comparisons.
Effect sizes were calculated using partial $\eta^2$, where a small effect size is 0.01, medium 0.06, and large 0.14 or greater.

Results

As shown in Figure 1, the emotion induction method was successful at producing fear and neutral affective states in the donors. Donors reported greater neutrality than any other emotion in the neutral video ($P < 0.03$) and greater fear, anxiety, and disgust than any other emotion in the scary video ($P < 0.05$). Donors’ respiration rate was higher during the scary than the neutral video segment (17.43 vs. 16.56, $SE = 0.60$ vs. 0.52, $P = 0.04$, $\eta^2 = 0.53$). The donors’ heart rates initially were lower during the scary video as opposed to the neutral video segment, but this difference decreased over time. Mean heart rates were 67.86, 67.75, 66.15, and 67.29 for the neutral video for the four time segments, $SE = 5.09, 5.14, 5.36$, and $5.24$ versus $63.76, 64.55, 65.12$, and $65.21$ for fear, $SE = 4.22, 4.15, 4.39$, and $4.26$. The difference between neutral and fear in the first segment was significant, $F(1,6) = 6.45, P = 0.044, \eta^2 = 0.52$. The heart rate versus time interaction also was significant, $P = 0.039$. No significant difference in RSA or skin conductance was found ($P > 0.05$). The amount of sweat collected during the neutral and fearful states did not differ by weight (mean = 0.018 g, $SE = 0.021$ and 0.024 for neutral and fearful state, respectively, for both arms). Video recordings showed that five out of seven donors displayed avoidance responses (startle response, eyes wide open, covering or squinting eyes to avoid looking at the screen) during the scary videos and none of them did so during the neutral video. Overall, donors during the neutral video displayed little facial expression. Intercoder reliability was 100%.

Discussion

In Part I of the study, we successfully produced olfactory stimuli from fear, neutral affect, and control odor carrier. The donors’ self-report of emotions, their physiological responses, and observations of their overt behavior all suggested greater attention and orienting response during the scary videos. In particular, the initial lowering of the heart rate during fear induction is analogous to the “fear bradycardia” that is found commonly in laboratory animals (Bernston et al., 1993; Campbell et al., 1997; Lang et al., 1997). It is also consistent with human studies where participants were viewing unpleasant versus neutral pictures (Cuthbert et al., 1996). Nevertheless, consistent with the view that discrete emotions need not correspond to differentiated autonomic nervous system responses (Cacioppo et al., 2000), although donors reported different affective experiences in the fearful and neutral states, their physiological data (skin conductance response) and amount of perspiration (weight of pads) did not reveal any direct arousal differences in the fearful versus neutral states.

Figure 1 Average strength of self-report of emotion by video type.

Part II: examination of the effect of the emotional chemosignals on task performance in a group of recipients

Subjects

Sixty-eight female undergraduate nonsmokers who reported being healthy and having a normal or above normal sense of smell (4 or above olfactory sensitivity on a scale of 1 to 7, 1 being poor, 7 being superb) participated. None participated as donors. In order to study the modulation of fear chemosignals on cognitive performance, we focus on the participants (50 in total, age = 19.70 years, $SE = 0.18$) who were able to perform the task (at least 70% correct in each of the eight types of word combinations) and who also followed instructions. A third of the 50 participants used oral birth control pills over the course of the experiment. The distribution of those on versus not on the pill did not differ by chemosignal conditions ($P > 0.05$).

Procedures

Individual recipients were tested in the olfactory testing rooms described earlier and were not told about the nature of the olfactory stimuli. They were informed only that the purpose of the experiment was to assess the effect of natural compounds on mood, physiological responses, and task performance. They were instructed not to use any scented products on the day of testing. In this double-blind study, recipients were randomly assigned to one of the three olfactory conditions: sweat from donors experiencing fear, sweat from the same donors in a neutral state, or no sweat (blank pad control). Recipients evaluated their moods three times, once at the beginning of the experiment (before the olfactory stimulus was applied), once after the olfactory stimulus was applied, and once at the end of the experiment, after they had completed the word-association task.

Measures

Mood assessment. Mood was assessed using the Profile of Mood State (POMS) (McNair et al., 1971), a widely used
clinical assessment. It consists of 72 items, each rated on a 0- to 4-point scale (0 = not at all, 4 = extremely), and assesses the confusion, depression–rejection, vigor, anxiety, and fatigue dimensions.

**Anxiety.** Recipients’ anxiety was assessed with the Spielberger’s state–trait anxiety scale (Spielberger et al., 1983). Each state and trait scale consists of 20 items rated on a 1- to 4-point scale (1 = not at all, 4 = very much so). Anxiety state measures how anxious a person is at the time of testing, whereas anxiety trait measures how anxious the person is in general.

**Verbal skills.** Recipients’ self-reports of verbal Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores were used as a measure of their verbal skills.

**Physiological recordings**

Same as in Part I of the Study.

**Evaluations of olfactory stimuli**

Olfactory stimuli were defrosted to room temperature at least 20 min before the session. The pads were taped between the nostril and mouth areas of the recipient. At the beginning of the session, recipients rated the intensity and pleasantness of the smell on a 7-point scale (1 = mild, 4 = average, 7 = strong) and described the smell.

**Cognitive task**

Developed and standardized by French and Richards (1992) and Nelson et al. (1980), the word-association task consisted of pairs of words that appeared successively on the screen. In this test, the pairs of words are either neutral or threat related. The first word primes the interpretation and processing of the second word depending on whether one or both words are threat related or neutral (unrelated). The first word (the prime) appears on the screen for 750 ms, and is immediately replaced by the second word (the target). The second word then remains on the screen until the subject makes a response. For this study, responses that occurred 3000 ms or more after the appearance of the target word were counted as misses. Half of the participants were asked to press the key “F” with their left index finger if the words went together and the key “J” with the right index finger if they did not. The other half of the participants were asked to press “J” for words that went together and “F” for words that did not. Each subject participated in a practice block of 16 trials with feedback followed by eight experimental blocks of 40 trials each without feedback. The entire work task lasted about 20 min. Participants viewed the display at a distance of about 64 cm from the monitor. The eight experimental blocks came from a four condition (two neutral prime–neutral target, threat prime–neutral target, and threat prime–threat target) × two relatedness (related vs. nonrelated) combination. Two neutral prime–neutral target conditions were used to ensure an equal frequency of the target word (Richards and French, 1992). An example of a neutral/neutral-related pair is “CAP” and “HAT,” neutral/neutral unrelated is “CAP” and “WATER.” An example of a threat/neutral-related pair is “ARMS” and “LEGS,” threat/neutral-unrelated is “ARMS” and “WIND,” and threat/threat-related is “ARMS” and “WEAPONS,” and threat/threat-unrelated is “ARMS” and “STRESS.” Stimuli were presented randomly using Eprime (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA). Reaction times and the number of correct responses were recorded.

**Statistical analyses**

The two neutral prime–neutral target conditions were combined into a neutral condition, separated by word relatedness, after we determined that they did not differ in reaction time or accuracy from one another.

Accuracy (assessed as proportion of correct identification) and reaction time (for the correct items) were separately measured with a relatedness (two: related vs. not) × word condition (three: neutral–neutral, threat–neutral, and threat–threat) repeated measures analyses with olfactory condition (3: neutrality, fear, and control) as a between-subjects factor. A similar analysis was performed on reaction times for the incorrect items. Information regarding accuracy and the reaction time for the correct items would tell us whether there is an accuracy by reaction time trade-off. The amount of time spent on incorrect items would allow us to compare those on correct items and determine whether there is faster or slower performance that is independent of accuracy.

To measure mood (POMS) changes in the recipients, a repeated measures ANOVA was performed on each mood dimension (e.g., vigor) with time of testing (baseline, post–odor, and post–word task) as a within-subjects factor and with olfactory condition as a between-subjects factor. Physiological responses were analyzed in the same way as in Part I of the study.

**Results**

**Evaluations of olfactory stimuli.** Fear was perceived to be of similar pleasantness to the neutral and control stimuli (4.63, 5.20, 5.18, SE = 0.25, 0.26, 0.24 for fear, neutral, and control, P > 0.05). Similarly, the olfactory stimuli did not differ in perceived intensity (1.38, 2.20, 1.47, SE = 0.27, 0.28, 0.26, for fear, neutral, and control, P > 0.05). Nor were the olfactory stimuli distinguished based on perceived olfactory qualities; four out of 16 in the fear condition and one out of 17 in the neutral condition described the smell as sweat, none did so in the control condition.

**Accuracy.** Overall, participants were less accurate at recognizing the relatedness of related words than the unrelatedness of unrelated words (0.82 vs. 0.95 proportion correct, SE = 0.007 vs. 0.005, P = 0.0001). When combined across word relatedness, olfactory condition was the biggest between-subjects factor for those who identified the word.
pairs correctly, $F(2, 47) = 3.47$, $\eta^2 = 0.13$, $P = 0.039$. Simple effect analysis showed that participants were slightly more accurate in the fear than the control condition (0.90 vs. 0.87 proportion correct, SE = 0.007 for both, $P = 0.054$) but did not differ from the neutral condition (0.90 vs. 0.88, SE = 0.007 for both, $P > 0.05$). When separated by word relatedness, in the related-word condition, participants were more accurate when they were exposed to the fear condition than to either the neutral (0.85 vs. 0.80 proportion correct, SE = 0.012 for both, $P = 0.012$) or the control condition (0.85 vs. 0.80 proportion correct, SE = 0.012 for both, $P = 0.042$) (Figure 2). Accuracy did not differ by olfactory conditions when the words were unrelated.

**Reaction time.** Participants responded faster to related words than to unrelated words (864.96 vs. 991.33, SE = 17.59 vs. 27.09, $P = 0.0001$) due to a response time/accuracy trade-off. When combined across word relatedness, olfactory condition was the biggest between-subjects factor for those who identified the word pairs correctly, $F(2, 47) = 3.57$, $\eta^2 = 0.13$, $P = 0.036$. Simple effect analysis showed that participants in the fear condition were slower on the tasks they performed correctly than those in the neutral condition (1007.32 vs. 875.13, SE = 37.38 vs. 36.26, $P = 0.044$) but did not differ from the control condition (1007.32 vs. 901.98, SE = 37.38 vs. 36.26, $P > 0.05$). No significant difference in reaction times on incorrect items was found ($P > 0.05$). When separated by word relatedness, in the related-word condition, the response times did not differ by olfactory condition (925.69, 823.99, and 845.20 for fear, neutral, and control condition, respectively, SE = 31.08, 30.15, and 30.15, $P > 0.05$), in spite of greater accuracy in the fear condition. They also did not differ in the unrelated-word condition (1088.96, 926.29, and 958.77 for fear, neutral, and control, respectively, SE = 47.87, 46.44, and 46.44, $P > 0.05$).

Participants in the fear condition were slower at processing words that did not have a clear threatening content but performed similarly to others at processing words that did. This was shown in a word condition by olfactory condition interaction effect, $F(3, 58.84.17) = 2.61$, $\eta^2 = 0.10$, $P = 0.047$. Specifically, participants in the fear condition were slower in response than those in the neutral condition when processing neutral targets primed by either threatening (1030.37 vs. 888.56, SE = 39.52 vs. 38.34, $P = 0.039$) or neutral words (1015.37 vs. 884.66, SE = 37.59 vs. 36.47, $P = 0.048$) but not when threatening targets were primed by threatening words (1009.87 vs. 892.50, SE = 38.04 vs. 36.90, $P > 0.05$) (Figure 3).

**Other factors.** Unlike some of the previous studies using androstadienone, a nonandrogenic steroid found in sweat (Jacob and McClintock, 2000), fear chemosignals did not alter self-report mood as measured by POMS [$F(2, 47)$ ranges from 0.055 to 2.23, $P > 0.05$; autonomic nervous system responses were also not different during performance of the cognitive task [$F(2, 45)$ ranges from 0.013 to 1.51, $P > 0.05$]. However, important differences in experiments and the nature of the olfactory stimuli may contribute to the differences in findings between the studies. The olfactory stimuli used in the present study contained a mixture of compounds and the timed word-association task cognitively is more demanding compared with the self-paced readings of neutral material in other studies. The cognitive demand of our task could have forced the participants to focus more on the task than on changes in their moods and at the same time created a ceiling effect in arousal. The state and trait anxiety levels were similar between olfactory conditions (36.41, 36.38, and 39.12, $P = 2.51, 2.59, and 2.52$ for neutral, fear, and control, respectively, $P > 0.05$). Furthermore, there were no differences in the autonomic nervous system scores between the groups (665.88, 697.50, and 696.47, SE = 28.54, 28.54, and 27.69 for neutral, fear, and control, respectively, $P > 0.05$).

**Discussion**

We showed that fear heightened caution and vigilance. Those in the fear condition behaved as if they were motivated...
Humans, olfactory learning has also been demonstrated in situations that contain ambiguous information about threat (Blanchard et al., 1991). Likewise in the present study, cautiousness exhibited by participants in the fear condition was reflected in slower responses to word pairs that were ambiguous in threat content but not to word pairs that contained clear-cut threat content.

Interestingly, however, the greater cautiousness was not accompanied by an increase either in autonomic nervous system responses or in self-reported arousal. It is possible that the arousal/anxiety generated by the chemosignals was too mild to be detected by our instruments. It is also possible that the timed word task across all three olfactory conditions might have already generated sufficient arousal, making it difficult to detect any further arousal resulted from the chemosignals.

We found that human fear chemosignals do not produce immediate overt approach or avoidant behavior, as do fear chemosignals in many animals. Moreover, unlike findings in humans obtained with visual stimuli (e.g., picture of a menacing snake in Bradley et al., 1998, or a human face in fury in D.B. Broadbent and M. Broadbent, 1988), we showed that the fear chemosignal did not selectively heighten attention to threat or predispose participants to threat-related information. This could have been due to the nature of the social chemosignals in humans; as was speculated earlier, they modulate ongoing but do not directly release new behavior in humans.

We found that the greater cautiousness exhibited by participants in the fear condition did not result from the perceived sensory qualities of the olfactory stimuli. As shown in the Results, participants rated the smells of fear, neutrality, and control to be of comparable pleasantness, intensity, and quality. Extended absence from deodorant (2 days in our case) cannot completely eliminate all the personal product–related volatiles, such as antimicrobial salts and fragrances, at a level detectable by the gas chromatography and mass spectrometry techniques (Labows et al., 1979). Whether such residual volatiles have anything to do with the absence of smell difference among fear, neutral, and control is beyond the scope of the present work. In any case, the perceived quality of these volatile compounds cannot provide a mechanism for the effect we have reported in this work. We also ruled out verbal abilities, anxiety level at the time of testing, or personality differences in anxiety as explanations for this observation.

Recognizing signals from one’s peers and quickly escaping from danger could be important for survival. The greater cautiousness and enhanced sensitivity in the cognitive task may have an evolutionary origin, reflecting a learned association between fear chemosignals and a heightened awareness of a potential threat in the environment. Learned responses to fear chemosignals have been reported in animals (Rottman and Snowdon, 1972; Carr et al., 1980). In humans, olfactory learning has also been demonstrated in forming associations between specific odorants and significant emotional events (Kirk-Smith et al., 1983; Epple and Herz, 1999) or enhancing absolute sensitivity due to repeated exposures (Dalton et al., 2002). From a neuroanatomical perspective, a number of brain regions, including the amygdala (Irwin et al., 1996; Zald and Padro, 1997; Anderson et al., 2003; Neville and Haberly, 2004), are innervated by multiple sensory input. The amygdala plays an important role in forming fear associations (LeDoux et al., 1990), and the strength of such learned association has been implicated in influencing enhanced sensitivity to the stimulus and overall vigilance and attentiveness (Goossens et al., 2003). Such learned association in humans may prime people to be on the alert.

Experience of fear is accompanied by a series of neurochemical changes (Panksepp, 1998), some of which may be released in the sweat. These changes may then exert a pharmacological effect on cognition and behavior and in turn lead to more efficient strategies employed in cognitive tasks. In our experiments, the increased accuracy did not occur at the expense of increased response time; participants in the three olfactory conditions performed at comparable pace on related word tasks and also on unrelated word tasks. In fact, the hit reaction times showed much overlap in range (minimum = 764.28, 723.30, and 696.99 for fear, neutral, and control conditions, respectively; maximum = 1474.44, 1226.13, and 1264.25). This implies that participants in the different olfactory conditions were employing different strategies in the cognitive tasks. [That fear-induced cautiousness leads to more flexible problem-solving strategies is known to occur in animals (Benus et al., 1987, 1990).]

### Summary and conclusions

We have tested the effects of fear chemosignals on cognition and attention. Participants were assigned to one of the three olfactory conditions: sweat from people in fear, sweat from the same people in a neutral state, and no sweat (blank pad control). Overall, we found that participants in the fear chemosignal condition tended to be slower and more accurate. When processing meaningful (related) words, participants in the fear chemosignal condition, without sacrificing speed, were more accurate than participants in either the neutral or the control condition. Moreover, they behaved as if they were more aware of ambiguities than participants in the other olfactory conditions; they were slower in processing ambiguous words (words that begin with either a neutral or threat word and end with a neutral word) than straightforward threat words (words that begin and end with a threat).

To summarize, we have demonstrated that, in humans, fear chemosignals facilitated overall accuracy in identifying word relatedness independent of the perceived olfactory qualities of the smells. We have also suggested that the effect arises from a learned association including greater cautiousness and concomitant changes in cognitive strategies.
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